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bishop of Constantinople to declare who is , he is deposed end whether they

could carry it through or not is the question , in fact even as far as the

emperor was concerned he was theetically the emperor of the whole world, ani

he was the emperor in the East and there was another emepror in the West and k

the emperor in the West at this time was just a figure head in the council

and actually had no power and so tt would have been , if Marcian had been de

termined to enforce every part of this , he would have said that Leo was de

posed and tried to enforce it and he would have had a very difficult job to

do. But when he was anxious in getting peace within the church as a whole ard

inherence in the church as a whole and the problem was that amybddy who acced

fourth-fifths what the Council decided , he would figure rather have his hands

full with those who did not accept any of it without trying to bother to en

force any of it. But of course techniqally the whole church of course was

required to take the whole thing, The Roman Chalochic church today these coux1s

had no authority except the pope gives it to them, and they say that the ream

the formula is right is because pope Leo affirmed what the council did, and

they he didntt That was the modern idea about it. (question)

He declared he sanctioned the doctrinal atatement and that as far as those

concerned, but aon the whole they were good, this 28 th canon was

utterly wrong . He declared that in the strongest language. Well of course

the fact of the matter is the 28th, slid the bishop of constantionope has

authority in his area , now as President of the United States were here arfi

could make a statement , that has now authority , control in

he would make a statement that the governemntt has no authority , hs shoil

be able to send a force and try and % stop him from haveing authority.

Well now in this case it looked like the former situation , Leo said that I

am the supreme bishop of the area of Rome , I speak fro Peter and what I say

they have to listen to , In constantinople said we are not interested in whet

you say , not'.-'ing we can do about it. The people in the area around Rome

may say that he is right end the people of constantinople ought to do what he

sys but that does not make them , the majority of the people in the area
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